
Custom Model Airport Service 2022 (valid from 10.06.2022) 

Layout 

Complication level of the layout 

Level of layout determined by us on the basis of an analysis of the prepared layout concept.  

The price is valid for all boards included in the layout.  

Level Description Price per board 

Not very complicated Simple apron layout, not modelled on a real airport €11.5 

Moderately complicated 
Layout is modelled on a real airport, easy to reproduce. Airfield 

without complex stand layout or changing pavement structure €12.5 

Very complicated 
Layout is modelled on a real airport, the reproduction requires 

detailed design of most elements €13.5 

Additional charges and extra services 

Service Description Price 

Special grass finishing 
Additional charge for layouts requiring the gluing of grass in 

complex shapes 
+10% 

Other layout preparation 
Prepare the layout as larger A3 layout boards or a  completely 

different print preparation. Individual price 

Buildings and accessories 

Service Description Price  

Buildings of our project 
Charge for the development of a dedicated design for buildings not 

representative of the real specific building 
+10% 

Buildings modelled on 

real ones 
Charge for developing a dedicated design for real airport buildings +20% 

Our  modular  

Jet Bridges 
Modular Jet Bridge, adapted in style to the project. Once assembled, 

it is adjustable in height and length.  €1.5 (For 1 piece) 

Additional services 

Service Description Price  

Assembling the buildings 
Additional service to assemble buildings by us. You will receive 

complex and solid buildings. +20% 

Assembling our Jet 

Bridges 
Additional service for assembling the jetbridges You will receive 

assembled jetbridges that only need to be arranged. +20% 

Layout privacy 
Layout prepared only for a given project. We will not be able to 

implement it in the future in a regular offer. 
+50% 

Shipping 

Prices according to separate shipping price list (available on our website). 

Notes to price list 

The final price of the layout is always determined individually. The percentage of services added to the value of the layout, which 

depends on the number of boards. Example of project price calculation (Real airport model airport - size 6 boards): Price per 

layout: 6 × €12.5 = €72; Developing buildings for self-assembly: 20% × €72 = €14,4. Price of the whole project: €86,4 + 

Delivery costs according to the price list (may be free of charge).  

 

The price list is for demonstration purposes only. Final price and delivery time depends on the specifics of the project. After 

sending your enquiry we will send you an offer with a concept of the layout.  
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